Two intersecting trends in healthcare related to the biopolitics of responsibility have been noted by medical anthropologists: increasing health governance enabled by audit culture, and the holding of individuals more accountable for their health in concert with the principles of neoliberalism and ready access to a proliferation of information sources. On the one hand, governments have continued to exercise governance in areas of health that fit political and economic agenda. Two good examples of the latter trend are bio-nationalism projects such as Japan’s insistence that Japanese bodies are unique and that clinical trials be conducted on commensurate bodies in order for drugs to be approved for use by the Japanese population (Kelly and Nichter 2012) and Erten’s article in this volume on the biopolitics of Caesarean-section deliveries in Turkey. In Turkey, recent limitations placed on high rates of Caesarean sections, and state monitoring of child birth, have less to do with the risks of the procedure and the best interests of women, and more to do with the State’s pronatalist agenda and desire for each woman to have four children, more children than Caesareans safely allow.

The other trend is characterised by health citizenship where the public is asked to be more proactive in promoting health and preventing disease, and patients are increasingly being asked to take on more responsibility and participate more actively in healthcare decision-making. This is occurring at a time when regulation of the healthcare market is being debated as well as manipulated such that health ‘goods’, ‘bads’ and ‘fads’ abound. In today’s ‘risk society’ marked by crises of trust and reflexive modernisation (Beck 1992) as well as a lucrative harm-reduction industry that thrives on chronic doubt, ‘buyer beware’ is replacing ‘blind trust’ in healthcare providers, hospitals, insurance companies and agencies responsible for protecting the health of the public. Citizens are increasingly expected to become informed agents exercising reasonable judgement and freedom of choice (Briggs and Hallin 2007; Lindsay and Vrijhoef 2009; Rogers 2009). Needless to say, this is a Herculean task given the rapid rate of scientific advances, highly publicised promises of medical breakthroughs that often do not materialise, rampant disinformation and conflicts of expert opinion. This has led members of the public to search for information filters which they can trust, be these personal networks, expert bodies or favourite news outlets.

Once thought of as powerless and subject to paternalistic medicine, patients are being reconfigured as both partners in healthcare decision-making and as possessors of biovalue in the form of genetic material, body parts and disease experience in local and global medical marketplaces. Okamoto’s article in this issue reviews stages through which a shared decision-making model of doctor–patient has emerged and an emphasis on patient compliance has shifted to adherence and concordance with negotiated care plans. Abdalla’s article draws our attention to yet another outcome of patient participation in the healthcare market of Egypt. He expands the scope of biovalue to include patients’ sale of patient disease experience to medical students who have limited opportunity to gain this knowledge in Egyptian medical colleges. During medical school, real-world patient exposure is limited, and students are left to fend for themselves in terms of gaining practical experience. Impoverished patients generate income for their daily survival by trading in the biovalue of embodied knowledge of their health conditions for sale to medical students at a cost. On the one hand this seems like a mutually ad-
vantageous arrangement, but on the other hand it undercuts doctor–patient relations based on trust, and does not give medical students the opportunity to learn the communication skills needed to accomplish this in practice.

At first glance, the two broad trends noted above appear to be divergent: one imposing state power and the other promoting individual responsibility and informed healthcare choices. Researchers contributing to this volume argue, instead, that these trends often reinforce one another and preserve long-standing asymmetries of power. In today’s shifting healthcare landscape, practitioners are increasingly being encouraged to practice both evidence-based medicine and patient-centred care as a means of achieving high marks for quality of care, promoting adherence and attracting patients in competitive healthcare markets. Indeed, in a recent special issue of the journal Anthropologie & Santé on the new role of patients in neoliberal states, Bureau and Hermann-Mesfen (2014) have argued that patient-centred medicine has become just another repackaged way medical dominance reproduces itself. As noted by these and other researchers (Fox et al. 2005; Wilson et al. 2007), patient experience is most commonly paid credence by biomedical professionals when patient experience maps well onto existing logics of biomedical practice. By and large, they argue, it is still members of the medical establishment who determine what constitutes evidence, what outcomes are desired, what options are deemed viable to consider, and what constitutes best practice despite rising interest in ‘patient-reported outcomes’ (PROMS). Articles by Okamoto and Salhi in this special issue support this view. They describe clinician definitions of ‘good patients’ as patients who are docile, non-demanding and for whom care management requires little if any negotiation – the hallmark of treatment adherence. Agency is delimited to a circumscribed set of choices concordant with the dictates of evidence-based medicine while other options not legitimated by standardised tests of efficacy (such as randomised controlled trials, meta-analysis and so on) are dismissed. As Greco (2004: 16) noted, ‘a right to health … must envisage, as part of its remit, governmental provisions for a different way of interacting with scientists as well as other practitioners, aimed at eschewing any automatic privilege or monopoly over the claim of rationality’.

A third rising trend in healthcare is also noted by articles in this volume: the impact of healthcare austerity. Austerity measures make it difficult if not impossible for the afflicted to follow through on recommended or desired courses of action that transfer greater responsibility to the afflicted and their families. Families of those afflicted with chronic conditions requiring home care and/or rehabilitation are often placed in structurally vulnerable and precarious positions (Quesada et al. 2011). Sakellariou’s article addresses this phenomenon by documenting how people in the U.K. living with motor neurone disease, a chronic and incurable condition, have to bear many of the costs for the self-management of this condition. This points to the difference between the provision of universal healthcare and social care and support services in the U.K. Lack of social support for the afflicted and their families is a far-reaching problem related to vital politics and bioeconomy (Lemke et al. 2011) and in this case decisions about what kinds of people warrant an investment of significant resources at times of austerity. Being asked to take on responsibility for the care of those deemed unworthy of state investment places family caretakers at significant risk of psychosocial distress.

Reduced funding for primary care and for the structurally vulnerable undermines the ability of citizens to take care of themselves leading to higher levels of morbidity and greater personal and national healthcare costs over time. This takes a toll on healthcare providers working on the front lines as well as the patients they see during acute episodes of illness. This is brought home by Salhi’s article on emergency rooms in the United States. Many U.S. citizens and undocumented workers turn to emergency rooms for primary healthcare needs either because they lack insurance in a system without universal access to healthcare or are unable to get an appointment with over-scheduled and overworked clinicians. Emergency rooms are not designed to meet the primary care needs of patients as the doctors staffing them are tasked with identifying, managing and triaging health crises, yet healthcare structures effectively require them to respond to those needing primary care. They follow procedures typically driven by treatment algorithms designed to rule out life-threatening diseases and injuries. Emergency-room doctors focus on medical risk, and demonstrate their competence by efficiently and effectively constructing cases based on verifiable facts. ERs are safety nets for healthcare systems. They are not an appropriate place for patient-centred care tailored to the needs of local populations, nor for dealing with conditions that lead to chronic ill health. The quality of care offered by emergency rooms to those afflicted with chronic conditions requiring home care and/or rehabilitation are often placed in structurally vulnerable and precarious positions (Quesada et al. 2011). Sakellariou’s article addresses this phenomenon by documenting how people in the U.K. living with motor neurone disease, a chronic and incurable condition, have to bear many of the costs for the self-management of this condition. This points to the difference between the provision of universal healthcare and social care and support services in the U.K. Lack of social support for the afflicted and their families is a far-reaching problem related to vital politics and bioeconomy (Lemke et al. 2011) and in this case decisions about what kinds of people warrant an investment of significant resources at times of austerity. Being asked to take on responsibility for the care of those deemed unworthy of state investment places family caretakers at significant risk of psychosocial distress.
medical information is uncertain. In this era of rapid scientific discovery and information circulation, science increasingly appears to be unfinished (Hess 2004) and differences of opinion about appropriate courses of action abound (Latour 2013), leading to tensions captured by studies of bio-communicability (Briggs and Hallin 2007) that draw attention to the production, circulation and reception of alternative sources of health-related knowledge. In an era of biotech advances, nature and culture are densely inter-poled and biological ‘facts’ often become a matter of social and moral judgement about which kind of lives are worth living (Rabinow 1992; Rose 2001). Informed choice becomes problematic. Doctors are expected to inform patients about objective facts, but the facts they access are often based on aggregate populations, which serve the ends of population-based medicine. These studies are not designed to predict individual outcomes. And as many medical anthropologists studying in clinical settings have noted, doctors’ advice is often tempered by their own social and cultural assumptions, as well as by their perceptions of who their patients are, the kinds of lives they lead, what they are capable of understanding and so on (Carpenter-Song et al. 2007; Gregg and Saha 2006; Kleinman and Benson 2006; Taylor 2003). In ‘cases’ where the cause and treatment of a medical problem appear clear doctors tend to offer strong advice and disregard the social and cultural dimensions of illness experience as superfluous and the objectification of patients as necessary (Good and Good 1989). In other cases when a problem is indeterminate or a treatment less certain, doctors appear far more willing to negotiate with patients or let them experiment. This latter case is apparent in Okamoto’s article, which illustrates what happens in the field of renal medicine since the option of conservative care was added to traditional renal replacement therapy options (haemodialysis being the most practiced). Conservative care provides control of symptoms, management of anaemia and end-of-life/palliative care. Both interventions have advantages and disadvantages, but since conservative care has been introduced only recently it is difficult for medical professionals clearly to assess its impact and consequences on people’s health and life expectancy. Okamoto points out that even when choice over a treatment is characterised as shared and negotiated between medical professionals and the patient, in practice the burden of choice often falls to patients when there is no definitive best course of action.

The importance and ramifications of patient categorisation resurfaces several times in the ethnographies comprising this special issue: ‘easy’ versus ‘difficult’ patients (Okamoto), high- versus low-risk patients (Salhi), patients entitled to have care versus those who are not included (Sakellariou), patients as bearers of disease knowledge (Abdalla) and patients seen through the lenses of ethnic categorisation (Erten). Medical professionals and the institutions in which they work slip between treating patients as individuals and as cases bearing disease labels that influence care provision. Once labels are consciously, unconsciously or administratively adopted as a matter of audit, the complexity of the individual patient begins to be lost. Treating all bodies as universal and alike erases the importance of local biology even when the importance of epigenetics and pharmacogenetics is acknowledged (Lock 2013; Marks 2012). And, as noted by Mol (2008), to care for the afflicted is a difficult task given that bodies are unpredictable and complex assemblages. Treating the ‘disease’ as a bounded entity is, however, easier to manage and allows practitioners to maintain personal boundaries and emotional detachment, aspects of care provision that may well be important for the wellbeing of practitioners (Good and Good 1989).

Given health transition, and the spectre of rising numbers of people afflicted with chronic and indeterminate illness as well as states of comorbidity, the medical professional’s role is shifting in response to new challenges that lie outside the preview of specificity-oriented medicine. In many cases, information about risk, a disease or a medical intervention appears abstract to the individuals trying to understand how information being conveyed relates to their particular situation. Indeed, presented with population-based information, patients often ask doctors for their experience with patients they have treated more like them, not a population they cannot imagine. And in some cases, patients or their families feel being given more information may actually place them at greater risk if it demoralises them and leads to their losing hope. As is made clear by articles in this special issue, providers and patients often have different matters of concern: providers with treating and identifying life-threatening diseases, adhering to best practices and presenting the objective facts as a matter of ethics; and sick people trying to personalise information, and better cope with their illness experience as it impacts on their lives and those of their caregivers.

Okamoto’s article on shared decision-making among elderly patients with end-stage renal failure in the U.K. speaks to this point. In principle, a shared decision-making model has been adopted and a choice has to be made between conservative care or renal replacement therapy. However, most of the time, med-
ical professionals limit themselves to informing patients about risks and advantages not firmly established by clinical evidence. Patients are left with the ‘burden of choice’ and practitioners, despite the release of responsibility, feel unease because they are aware of the partiality of their contribution and the ambiguity of the medical information they can deliver. The article also documents the complexity of such choices. Sometimes patients change their mind over the course of the therapy, complicating a care management system designed to work best when definitive choices over treatment are made and adhered to over time.

Sakellariou’s article documents rigidity on the part of medical institutions in the U.K. to implement patient-centred care in practice. Medical institutions organised to manage categories of patients often fail to meet the individual needs of patients looking to live their lives on their own terms, as best they can. Drawing from a narrative study of a woman suffering from motor neurone disease (MND), Sakellariou presents us with the story of Arleen as she struggles to ‘to be me first and my illness second’. Her case exemplifies an individual who refuses to be reduced to and managed as a disease category. She must fight to have her voice heard, often without success, as medical and legal institutions reject her requests for the types of assistance she feels will serve her best. Arleen feels her requests are discounted because the nature of her disease is not deemed worthy of additional public expenditures. The crucial issue in Arleen’s case is not just ‘who decides’ but who (not just what) is considered worthy. Sakellariou leads us to think about how Arleen’s last days matter, and what it says about society when decisions about quality of life (and death) are determined by patient-far rather than patient-near considerations and compassionate care.

The two ethnographies included in this volume that take place outside of Western Europe and North America lead us to think about the politics of responsibility for healthcare in two different but important ways. In the case of medical students’ experiences in Egypt described by Abdalla, professional patients’ sale of embodied disease-related knowledge to students is needed given the poor resources allocated by the state for appropriate medical training and for the opportunity of hands-on experience with sick people. Universities tolerate, if not condone, these kinds of exchanges. Abdalla shows how these encounters create both dependency and agency on the side of the students as well as on side of the patients. This case study sheds light on emerging forms of biological exploitation and commodification of the body in contexts of health disparity and the various forms through which both biological exploitation and biological agency are co-productive processes.

The case is also a testimony about the dire need for health-system strengthening beginning with the training of young doctors. It speaks to the wisdom of the Indian proverb ‘better to consult an experienced patient than a young doctor’ when thinking about how primary healthcare can be provided to the poor in low- and middle-income countries. In such countries, it is often argued that an important part of providing ‘primary healthcare to all’ is compulsory service by young doctors when they graduate from medical school. Many young doctors, however, resist such service not simply because it is arduous or because the places they are asked to work lack basic amenities, but out of fear, a subject little acknowledged in the literature. In Egypt, as well as in countries like India (Nichter’s long-term field site), young doctors are not trusted by the public for apparently good reasons, given their lack of practical knowledge. Even when posted to government clinics, many patients chose to forego their services and consult private practitioners, be they institutionally trained or – in the case of India – members of a large population of self-trained medical practitioners. Young doctors fear both making errors and the reprisal of family members of the afflicted if cases go from bad to worse. This fear leads them to refer patients whenever a case seems serious, supporting the image that they know little. Medical students able to get coveted postgraduate training gain plenty of experience, but young medical students feel insecure in their knowledge and are not well respected by the public.

The second such ethnography, provided by Erten, focuses attention on attempts being made by the political party currently in power in Turkey to regulate Caesarean-section deliveries. Since 2012 the Turkish State began strongly advocating for a substantial reduction of the country’s high rate (one of the world’s highest) of Caesarean sections, which culminated in an attempted ban on elective Caesarean sections. On the surface this effort is in line with WHO reproductive health recommendations and would constitute a significant cost- as well as life-saving measure as Caesareans above the WHO recommended level increase serious risks to mothers and subsequent infants, as well as increasing healthcare costs. It also appeared to be part of a larger state agenda supporting: (1) an expanded sense of health citizenship through the regulation of tobacco and alcohol consumption, forms of health promotion that would lead to health-cost reduction; and (2) ideas about women’s role in domestic
healthcare as the moral centre of the family and of the nation. Erten’s interviews with medical professionals point to an entirely different motivation for the policy tied to the pronatalist discourse promoted by the AKP (Justice and Development Party) led by Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Erten’s ethnography draws our attention to the selective nature of reductive health discourse in Turkey. This discourse at once stigmatises the ‘uncontrolled’ fertility of Kurdish women for not being responsible enough to choose how many children to birth, and encourages ethnically Turkish women to bear more children as their duty to the state. Reproductive health policy serves a nationalistic agenda aimed at producing more of the right kind of citizens. This is a powerful illustration of biopolitics that demonstrates the necessity of investigating ‘how and why’ policy is being implemented in context.

To conclude, the articles included in this special issue encourage us to look at the social relations and biopolitics of encounters between patients, medical professionals, medical institutions and the state and to carefully interrogate shifts in the distribution of responsibility for healthcare and all it entails. We must look beneath the surface and at the intersection between seemingly top-down and citizen-proactive governance policies.
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